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ABSTRACT 
When one thinks of motor vehicle accident damage repairs, one often thinks of unscrupulous 
operators and a scurrilous industry. While this is regrettably often the case, there is a 
counterpoint, being the significant number of motor body repair firms that have invested 
significant sums in establishing accredited and certified motor body repair outlets, and who 
offer a premium service. 
The industry is one that is regulated by the South African Motor Body Repair Association, a 
body that seeks to dictate a standard of repairs by dictating membership eligibility relative to 
investment in equipment. Most unfortunately, this stipulation does not adequately take into 
account the flow of work that there may be from the motor vehicle insurance industry, and 
many repairers find themselves having to resort to nefarious means to ensure that business 
comes their way. 
The author of this report is a co-owner of an advanced major structural motor body repairer. 
Rather than stooping to unethical practices, the owners have sought to undertake a position 
appraisal and gap analysis with the intention of uncovering the strategic alternatives available 
to their firm. The firm has implemented the strategic choices highlighted by this report to 
good effect and has enjoyed enhanced revenue streams and business competitiveness as a 
result of undertaking this exercise. This report serves to document the highlights of that 
process. 
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 
1. - Backgro nd 
One has often associated the motor repair industry, with a ruthless and unethical operation. It 
is not uncommon to hear of tow operators hitching a vehicle whilst the injured are still within 
the vehicle, or the all too often heard the moans of motorists who have been duped by poor 
and substandard repairs to their vehicles. 
However, scant regard has been paid to the motor repairers and no known research has been 
conduct~d in this particular segment of the motor industry. The South African Motor Repair 
Association, hereinafter referred to as SAMBRA, regulates the motor repair segment of the 
motor industry. This regulation has proved in practice to have introduced perhaps as many 
ills as improvements though, not least of which is the practice of motor body repairers fallen 
victim of economic hijacking by the insurance companies, who have used SAMBRA's 
grading system as a lever for specifying top grade repairs through graded repairers, while 
paying substandard rates that condemn the repairers to a vicious cycle of constant upgrading, 
in an attempt to obtain more insurance work, in order to generate adequate revenues. 
In the absence of prior investigation and reporting within this sub sector, it is intended with 
this report to undertake some preliminary investigation into the determination of a 
strategically aligned approach to business by a SAMBRA regulated firm considered to be 
representative of the industry. 
The report is in fact the culmination of an investigation by the owner of the firm in question. 
The owner specifically sought at the outset to apply a rational process of decision making to 
detennine whether blind adherence to the SAMBRA advocated approach to doing business in 
the indus!!j .:i c:gment was aiJpropriate, or whether then.: \vas greater relevance in reassuming 
responsibility for the finn's business fortunes. 
Organizational competitiveness is dependent upon the ability to change, and reinvent itself, 
with turbulence in the industry a common occurrence (Scott & Morton.1991). This is the key 
to survival. The motor repair industry is at a critical point, with extensive rivalry, and as a 
result, the economics of the repair is often ignored. Many companies undertake work at cost 
or subsicj.ize repairs due to ignorance with regard to costing. Intense rivalry, without any 
thought of profitability, is the result. These smaller profit margins are due to annual increases 
in labour costs and consumables. 
Prescriptive and never increasing labour rates from the insurance industry (no increases in 
five years) has also contributed tremendously to the low profitability. Auto and 
GenerallBudget allow rates far below the nonn, and consequently, do not have the better 
caliber of repair shop on their panels. Pirate parts are a prerequisite for these repairs. Very 
few of the better caliber of repairers undertake work for this insurance company, as the 
profits, if any, are minimal. 
Corruption in the towing sector has resulted in certain finns getting work, as many of the 
finns are paying up to ten percent of the cost of repairs to the tow truck. 
SAMBRA should be the watchdog of the industry. The main problem is that SAMBRA needs 
to get the finns together and make some type of stand, to get recognition from the industry. 
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The whole strategic and logistic approach will have to be -reengineered, with the primary 
concern being national recognition and i:redibility. Thi.) -.vill then alleviate many p :"oblems 
within the industry. The position that we find the industry in today is a direct result of the 
non-formal strategy and the promotion of the committee members businesses only. The future 
vision must pertain to the industry, as a whole, with trends being a basis for analysis. 
1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this report then is very simply stated as an investigation into the value of a 
rational planning model in a small business environment, specifically in the South African 
motor body repair industry. The value of such an approach would be validated if, through a 
process of investigation and analysis using the tenets proposed by proponents of rational 
business decision making, the investigation culminates with a statement of strategic intent 
that on the face thereof, can be expected to place the case firm in a more competitive position. 
1.3 Method 
In the first instance, the study seeks to establish - by a review of the literature - the scope, 
nature, principles and process of a rational directional planning model. The study then select 
a representative firm from the SA motor body repair industry and, using the process 
established as component of the planning model, compares the manner in which the strategies 
pursued by the operator prior to implementing a rational planning model, are deficient - at 
least in outlook - relative to the strategic outlook crafted through methodical planning. 
It must be noted that motor body repair operators have since 1984 enjoyed representation and 
regulation, by the South African Motor Body Repair Association (SAMBRA). This body has 
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by proxy, delineated the strategy of its constituents by contriving a means of establishing 
distinct levels of operators, subscribiug to a rigid forflildu of capital equipment a:' ,: :.; taffing 
standards. 
It is anticipated that by noting the impact of such an approach to the performance of 
SAMBRA members, and by contrasting this with the forecast performance of an operator 
where a strategic direction has been crafted using a rational planning model, that the benefits 
of the latter approach can be illustrated, 
It is recognized that the weakness in this methodology is the possible lack of representivity of 
the selected "case firm", of the remainder of the sector. Where possible the report seeks to 
elaborate upon the profile of the case firm, to provide clarity with respect to the profile of the 
typical sector operator. 
This does not invalidate the investigation and findings, although it is conceded that the 
methodology cannot be construed as reliable. However, the intention of the report is to 
establish some pioneering thought in the scope and process of strategy formulation in this 
sector, characterized as it is by a dearth of methodical strategic intent. 
1.4 Structure of the report 
The second chapter of this report investigates the principles and processes of a rational 
planning model for the formulation and implementation of a business strategy in commercial 
organizations. This is achieved through isolation of the principles underlying the application 
of Porter's five-forces and value-system models respectively, as rational investigative 
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measures that can be applied by smaller firms in the process of investigating environmental 
conditions, and business resource capability. 
Having identified the foundations of rational planning models, chapter three identifies the 
motor body repairer selected as object of the investigation, and establishes the firm's resource 
capability. This capability is noted as at least in part a function of adherence to the 
regulations of the regulatory body governing operator representation in this sector, which one 
might expect is the manner in which the small businesses characterizing this sector may be . 
expected to develop resilience and stability in the face of a customer group characterized by 
financial muscle in the form ofthe country's insurers. 
Chapter four examines the firm ' s external environment and determines the interplay between 
typical operator profiles and resource competencies and environmental operating conditions 
and outlook, to establish the broad areas from which a specific strategy may be expected to 
emerge in order to capitalize on operator strengths, and exploit environmental opportunity. 
Chapter five then seeks to compare and contrast the strategy inferred by the actions and 
presence of the industry regulator, to demonstrate this strategy is at odds with a rational 
approach to profit maximization, largely due to the Machiavellian ethos of the regulator. 
The value of the report is embodied in the encapsulation of the findings in chapter six, 
concluding the report and providing a measure of substance for similar operators to follow. 
It is expected that the investigation will demonstrate that while regulation and industry 
parameters dictate a strategy of revenue growth through asset acquisition and capacity 
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enablement, that this is fundamentally flawed and that industry conditions, the very situation 
the regulators are me:=lll t to mediate, is in fact being aggravated by the cavalier methods c:;td 
policies employed by the industry regulator. Furthermore, the introduction of a planning 
regimen by operators in this sub sector is anticipated to demonstrate an invaluable input of 




THE UNDERLYING THEORY OF RATIONAL 
PLANNING 
This chapter seeks to expose different authors ' views on strategy fonnulation, concepts, 
stimuli for planning and processes of planning. While this may be criticized on one hand as 
an unstructured approach to isolating a particular methodology to utilize in strategy 
formulation, it is noted that the objective of this report is to demonstrate the value of rational 
planning frameworks for small businesses in a particular business sector - there is 
consequently limited relevance in isolating endless approaches to strategy planning. The 
-
value after all lies in illustrating a simple approach that can be easily adopted by industry 
operators. 
2.2 What is strategy and why is it important? 
Strategy is a value creating process. Strategic thinking is the creative activity through which 
you design the future. It is the total stream of thought and action that allows finns to be 
where they are to where they want to be ( Manning: 1998). 
By ignoring strategy, many companies have undermined the structure of their industries, 
hastened competitive convergence, and reduced the likelihood that they will gain competitive 
advantage (Porter:200 1). 
Strategies are simple rules about being different. This difference does not result from tightly 
linked activity systems, or from leveraged core competencies, as in traditional strategy, but 
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from focusing on key strategic processes and developing simple rules to shape those 
processes . 
Campbell and Alexander (1997:42) are of the opinion that trying to develop a strategy 
without insights is dangerous, as it leads to unrealistic plans. 
Simons (1999: 85) states that many companies may have growth and profits, but there may 
still be internal risk within the company. He has developed a risk exposure calculator to 
gauge the company's likelihood of being surprised by errors, or breakdowns that could 
threaten }he company 's strategy. 
Growth: 
Pressure for + Rate of expansion + Inexperience of = SCORE 
performance employees 
Score 1 to 5 Score 1 to 5 Score 1 to 5 
Culture: 
Rewards for + Executive resistance + Level of internal = SCORE 
entrepreneurial risk- to bad news competition 
taking 
Score 1 to 5 Score 1 to 5 Score 1 to 5 
Information Management: 
Transaction + Gaps in diagnostic + Degree of centralized = SCORE 
complexity and performance decision-making 
velocity management 
Score 1 to 5 Score 1 to 5 Score 1 to 5 
Scoring: one is low to five, which is high 
Score analysis: 
9 to 20: 
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The safety zone. This low level of risk does not pose a threat, and there are not sufficient 
threats to . lose the busin -.; ·:;~ 
21 to 34: 
The caution zone. Most companies fall into this category. Managers should be alert for high 
scores in two categories. There is still reason for concern. 
35 to 45: 
The danger zone. Alarms bells should be ringing. Fast action is required here. Use levers of 
control: belief systems, boundary systems, diagnostic control systems, and interactive control 
systems - coupled with traditional internal controls - to protect your business from disaster . 
This system serves as an early warning system, not only for low economic growth but also for 
high growth and good profits. 
2.3 Differing viewpoints regarding strategic thinking 
Eisenhardt and Sull (200 I: 116) state that strategy arises from focusing on key strategic 
processes to develop simple rules that shape those processes. They propose three simple 
approaches to strategy. One can build a fortress and defend it; one can leverage unique 
resources; or one can flexibly pursue fleeting opportunities within simple rules. 
Position Resources Simple Rules 
Strategic Logic Establish position Leverage resources Pursue opportunities 
Strategic Identify an attractive Establish a vision Jump into the confusion 
Steps Market Build resources Keep moving 
Locate a Leverage across markets Seize opportunities 
defensible position Finish strong 
Fortify and defend it 
Strategic question Where should we be? What should we be? How should we proceed 
Source of Unique, valuable position Unique, valuable position Key processes and 
advantage with tightly integrated inimitable resources unique simple rules 
activity system 
Works best in: Slowing changing Moderately changing Rapidly changing 
well structured markets well structured markets ambiguous markets 
Duration of Sustained Sustained Unpredictable 
advantage 
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Risk It will be too difficult to alter I ~ompany will be too slow to IManagers will be too 
positions as conditions IbUild new resources as tentative in executi~~ on 
change conditions change :)rornising opportunities 
! 
Performance goal Profitability Long term dominance Growth 
Porter (1998) suggests that companies that focus myopically on improving organizational 
effectiveness jeopardize long-term success when they fail to develop a sustainable strategy. 
He states that the essence of strategy is choosing to perform activities differently than rivals 
do and that companies must consider a strategic positioning and strategic fit when crafting 
strategies. 
However, Porter (2001) goes on to add that the Internet technically provides better 
opportunities for companies to establish distinctive strategic positions than did previous 
generations of information technology. Well-established and positioned companies have 
been thrown off track with the introduction of the Internet into industry. IT has resulted in the 
standardizing of activities and the speeding of competitive convergence. It is much easier to 
customize packaged Internet applications to a companies unique strategic positioning. This 
will result in platforms across the value chain, to build truly integrated and customized 
systems that reinforce the ' fit ' among activities. 
Christenson (2001 :206) comments that companies find it difficult to change strategies for 
many reasons, but one in particular stands out: strategic thinking is not a core managerial 
competence at most companies. He suggests a three-stage method to conceive and implement 
strategy by managers themselves. 
Stage one: identify the driving forces that the company needs to address 
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Stage two : formulation of the new strategy, aligned with the companies resources 
Stage three: implementing strategic chal.i.ge for com} ,·::titive advanta.',: 
It is proposed that this approach does not differ materially from Porter's approach and that 
Porter's models provide tools for small businessmen to use in determining strategic 
positioning. 
2.4 Small company strategy 
The futu~·e of the South African economy is very dependent upon the small businesses. 
Strategy merits separate consideration for small businesses for reasons pertaining to 
vulnerabilities and advantages over other rivals. Small businesses have little room for error in 
the strategy choices that they make. Small firms that initially succeed, often discover that they 
do not have the resources to weather a sudden downturn in the market performance, as seen 
currently in South Africa. 
These smaller companies are also more vulnerable than the larger enterprises to the moves of 
rivals, customers and suppliers. They do not have the 'power' to negotiate as the larger firms 
do, due to their size and scale (Duhaime : 2001) 
In a small company, or family owned business, the owner/manager is responsible for the 
development and implementation of the market strategy, as well as the continual reassessment 
of the competitive environment. 
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The underlying reasoning for planning, as established by the author, is encompassed by the 
following list: 
• to manage risks 
• to identify and exploit current strengths 
• to minimize and eliminate weaknesses 
• to highlight opportunities 
• to be warned early of possible threats 
• to align and coordinate activities 
The initiation of the planning process, and perhaps more painfully the implementation 
process, has always been a dilemma. Timing is everything. A Machiavellian approach seems 
to be the only approach applicable - that is, to recognize situations as they are, and not as we 
would like them to be, and to calculate actions to achieve specific ends. The success of the 
endeavor is tied to the foresight and the virtue ofleadership (Roar: 1998). 
2.5 The two basic views of strategy: 
The first being (the environmental view) an assumption that the finn is the prisoner of its 
environment; that external forces detennine what we can and cannot do. Porter is the chief 
advocate here. The second, (the resource-based view) assumes that the real constraints are 
inside. This view embraces ideas from Hiroyoki Iatami (Mobilizing Invisible Assets), Gary 
Hamel and c.K. Prahalad (Competing for the Future) Peter Senge (The Fifth Discipline), and 
many others. 
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Further elaborating on this theory, Porter produced the concepts of' generi c strategy' , and the 
ideas of the 'five forc~ analysis ', and ' competitive advantage' were generated. He argue! that 
then firm had limited choices of strategy (cost or differentiation, and a degree of market 
focus), and that the profitability of a firm depended on the conditions of the industry. The 
performance of the industry was also greatly affected by its geographic location. 
As competition and turbulence increased and profits slumped, managers sought alternatives. 
This led the way to the resource-based view (RBV), or core competence and competing on 
capabilities. 
Here reengineering, downsizing, and price cuts were the order of the day. The use of internal 
resources was used to attain impossible results. This RBV view started the idea that people 
really mattered. This fits in well with the IT revolution that made knowledge management a 
growing source of advantage. The problem with this view is the so-called boundaries and 
barriers that the similar resource - based companies encounter, whilst others do not. This must 
then be surely based upon leadership, and future vision. 
Porter (1998) suggests that competition is the basis of any industry. A competitive strategy 
aims to establish and maintain a profitable position within partiCUlar industry. 
Two central themes are imminent, the first being the attractiveness of the industry for long 
term profitability, and the second, being, competitive strategy relative to competition. 
Industry analysis assumes importance because of the considerable evidence that the industry 
environment in which business operates has been a strong influence on its economic 
performance. A substantial body of research indicates the profit potential of an industry is not 
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a matter ofluck, but dependant upon many variables, structural attributes and strategies 
adopted by 1 :'ycrs within the industry. 
Porter' s five-forces model for industry analysis establishes five key areas for assessment. 
This business model takes suppliers, new entrants, buyers, substitutes, and the threat of new 
entrants and competitive rivalry into account. 
1. The degree of rivalry 
A set of attributes that influence rivalry will be the industry's basic conditions, the number 
and size of the competitors and behavioral determinant, e.g., high exit costs. 
2. The threat of entry 
Potential as well as actual competitors can influence industry profitability. To fully 
understand this area, the complexity of entrance barriers must be understood. These barriers 
exist whenever it is difficult for an outsider to copy the position of the existing firms, and to 
act to prevent an influx of firms into the industry, when profitability increases. Entry barriers 
often arise from irreversible resource commitments. 
3. The threat of substitutes 
This threat that this poses to the industries profitability depends upon the relative price-to-
performance ratios of the services or products that customers can choose from, to satisfY their 
basic needs. The threat of substitution is also affected by switching costs. 
4. Buyer power 
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This allow;;; cLlstomers to squeeze industry margins by compelling competitors to reduce 
prices, to im : 'ase levels of service witl. . -li t increasing prices, and to add features to the 
product of service. 
The most dominant feature of this area would be the size and concentration of the customer. 
5. Supplier power 
This is the mirror of buyer power. It focuses on the size and concentration of suppliers 
relative to the industry participants, and the degree of differentiation in the inputs supplied . . 
The abil!ty to charge the customer different prices in the value created for each of them, 
usually indicated higher buyer power. 
Relationships with buyers and suppliers have cooperative and competitive elements. This is 
discussed in the value net (an interactive five forces diagrams) 
2.6 A Machiavellian view of strategy 
Another radical view from Pfeffer and Sutton (1999: 135) is that many executives have been 
to business school, and hold MBA degrees, which has allowed them to talk smart, which 
pays. They propose that the company should have avoided the trap, and rather have five 
consistencies, namely that: 
• they must have leaders who know and do the work 
• they should have leaders bias to plain language and simple concepts 
• they frame questions by asking 'how' and not just 'why' 
• they believe that experience is the best teacher 
• they have strong mechanisms that close the loop 
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?';':'anning (1999: 1. ;)() states tLat Focus (appI: _:tion of the 80/20 rule for maximum value), 
Value (the attraction of new customers) and Costs (reduction of costs) are the first principles 
of hostile competition. 
Further to this, one must ensure that the following basic principles are observed: 
• If you don't make a difference, you don't matter. The value you add must be clear to 
your customers 
• You can't make a difference to everyone. Aim critical mass of resources at critical 
mass of opportunity. 
• You have to keep defining your value proposition. You must ensure that customers 
have a continued reason to buy from you. 
2.7 Conclusion 
Strategic management is essential for longevity and future operational analysis. It appears 
advisable to be acutely aware of one's position relative to the external forces of the industry, 
as well as taking account of one's resource capability; that is, the respective views of Porter, 
and Prahalad and his peers. 
It is the author' s view that in the context of small businesses, where a relative (to large 
business) dearth of resources may be found, and where industry position may be peripheral, 
that a Machiavellian approach is advised with leadership and vision crucial components of 




PROFLE OF THE CASE FIRM AND ITS RESOURCE 
CAPABILITY 
The objective of this chapter is to introduce the motor body repairer selected as object of this 
report and the preceding investigation. The firm is profiled and the resource capability of the 
firm is established. However, it is essential to first note the operating context of the firm, 
primarily characterized by the industry watchdog, the South African Motor Bodies Repair 
Association (Sambra). This body has been instrumental in establishing the 'ground rules' for 
the case firm, as it has done for all other formal sector operators in the industry. Hence the 
sketching of this background provides a frame of reference within which the case firm can be 
introduced and better understood. 
3.2 Industry regulation 
The South African Motor Bodies Repairers Association (Sambra) was formed in 1984 as the 
eleventh constituent of the Motor Industries Federation, now known as the Retail Motor 
Industry (RMI). It was felt that it was the best way to address the concerns of those engaged 
in the collision industry, was to establish a separate association to accommodate the 
aspirations and needs of those repairers. One of the objectives of Sambra is the promotion, 
protection, and encouragement of the interests of the consumers and members, by ensuring 
those high standards of workmanship, service and ethical trading practices are maintained and 
enhanced. 
Sambra have established entry and membership levels. The following criteria are 
membership requirements: 
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• To regi ster, the firm must been in operation for at least six months 
• A biannual indepeJ1(L nt audit is COnil)i.:1S0ry 
• The minimum guarantee on a repair is for twelve months 
• paint guarantees are for three years, and up to a lifetime, exceeding factory guarantees 
3.3 Work Categories: 
3.3.1 Development Group 
Most of the previously disadvantaged businesses fall into this group. They are only allowed to 
repair vehicle scrapes, small dents and cosmetic repairs. This is based upon their limited 
skills, and lack of sophisticated repair equipment. No structural repairs are to be undertaken. 
3.3.2 Advanced Structural Repairer 
These are allowed to repair vehicles with structural damage based upon the skills and 
equipment available, with the insurance assessors' agreement. Skills must include qualified 
panel beaters and spray painters. Major repairs may be done to vehicles that are no longer 
roadworthy, if their repair equipment is sophisticated enough. 
3.3.3 Advanced Major Structural Repairers 
These are allowed to repair any type of damage without any limitations, which includes just 
about resurrecting the dead. The skill level is much higher than that of your usual qualified 
panel beater. Due to their high technical standards and superior equipment, they are able to 
repair a vehicle that has been extremely damaged, back to factory specifications, and 100% 
roadworthiness. 
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SAMBRA grading requirements are illustrated in appendix A to this report. 
3.4 Business set-up costs 
The cost for setting up a small category 1 ' development group' venture is minimal. The 
capital required for category two 'an advanced structural repairer' already exceeds one million 
rand and category three, 'advanced major a structural repairer' has the larger players investing 
around thirteen million rand. 
3.5 Size and turnover of the national industry 
There are more than 4000 panel beaters in South Africa, ofwhich only 1100, or 25% are 
registered. The industry's turnover is unknown, but the larger firms have a breakeven point 
in excess ofR25 000 per week. Turnover can exceed RI00 000 a month -the larger firms ' 
monthly turnover can easily exceed RI million. 
3.6 A brief description of the firm 
Sambra has a Kwazulu Natal membership of 191 motor repair shops, of which 83 are NSR 
(Development Group), 58 are ASR (Advanced Structural Repairer) and 50 are MSR 
(Advanced Major Structural Repairer). The finn appears in the MSR range, bttf'does' hav~: 
vast fmancial backing, nor is it dealership funded. It was founded some thirty years ago on the 
coast north of Durban by two artisans. In the first twenty years after inception the firm grew 
to one offrlly personne~ but this has been reduced through technology and capital investment 
to a staff complement of twenty-two. 
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The administration team comprises five personnel - two managers, a systems administrator, a 
store man and an accountant. The panel shop comprises two qualified panel beaters, one 
apprentice, two strippers and assemblers, and a few multi skilled operators. The paint shop 
comprises a qualified spray painter, one apprentice, and four assistants. All the junior staff 
undergo in-house training and are required to undergo annual product training provided by 
the suppliers, who present them with certificates once the training is complete. 
All systems are computerized, with the main emphasis being on costing and control of 
consumables. Equipment is the same as most operations, and very little differentiates an 
MSR firm from the ASR shop. The main difference would be the capital outlay on 
equipment, and possibly the emphasis on differentiation and customer service. The area 
covers chassis straightening equipment, compressors, computerized colour matching, dry 
flatting systems and infrared dryers. 
Problems present in the form of significant working capital requirements to fund the purchase 
of spares and consumables, with a minimum of one hundred thousand outlaid at anyone time. 
The payment of accounts from debtors and insurance companies have also exhausted 
resources, due to payment periods being extended to sometimes as long as ninety days. This 
results in the neutralization of profitability. This ultimately leads to the downfall of many 
firms. 
The problem has now become critical throughout the industry, possibly due to the drivers of 
change discussed earlier. 
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The SAMBRA grading requirement, though in theory a very good idea, has placed the 
goalposts beyond the reach of the average repairer. This is largely due to the purchase of 
expensive equipment, in a failing market, with no or minimal return on investment. 
The larger firms that have the financial backing, will be the ones that survive and prosper on 
any of the future benefits to the industry. 
The main supplier of work is primarily the insurance sector, with a small portion from the 
larger private companies and the dealerships that supply warranty work. This type of work is 
primarily rust repairs and minor touch ups of scratches and dents. This work is qui<:;k and 
payment is guaranteed at the end of each month. The only problem, would be the 
unpredictability of the work associated with each dealer. We currently undertake warranty 
work for Delta, Ford, a portion of Mercedes and are currently negotiating with vw. 
The goal of the company is to be the best repair shop on the north coast, in terms of 
technology, service and workmanship. Using our core competence to our advantage, and 
constantly upgrading our technology assist to achieve our goal. The main problem associated 
with this goal, is the non-return on investment currently encountered within the industry. 
3.7 The firm resource capability 
Reed and DeFillippi (1990) state that competitive advantage is ~inked to competence 
developed within the firm. Hofer and Schendel (1978) state that competitive advantage is the 
unique position a firm develops relative to its competitors through its patterns of resource 
deployment. Competitive advantage and performance are thus directly linked. 
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Value chain analysis is a useful tool to ascertain competitive advantage and to analyse 
resource capabilities. It also allows the understanding of how the activities collectively impact 
upon the business. Armistead and Clark (1978) have examined the use of the value chain in 
designing service operations strategy. They suggest a resource activity map that can be 
applied to any service operation. This has three dimensions: resources used, configuration of 
the resources and services process flow. 
3.7.1 Inbound logistics 
Superior in-house development and training of staff (accredited apprentice training facility 
for spray painters and panel beaters), combined with good administrative personnel (25 years 
experience), and the fact that management has qualified artisans with 30 years operational 
experience, has assisted in this aspect. A 'new' manager with management experience, e.g., 
marketing, operations, etc. has also assisted in the direction of the organization. (strategic 
plan and orientation) Human resource endowment (Schuler and Jackson, 1987) 
Distinguishing core competence from dynamic capabilities, by focusing on management 
processes involves combining resources for advantage. Thus, an experienced manager will be 
needed for future operations. (Teece, Pisano & Shuen.1997) 
Dr. Abedian, Standard Banks economist, stated that between 1993 and 1997, technology 
changes cost the country more than one million jobs. He stated that "the economy is 
undergoing dramatic structural transformation with 65% of the activity in the tertiary or 
service sector, and there is no longer demand for unskilled workers" (Daily News, 29 
September 2000. Training key to jobs) This serves to reinforce the fact that training needs and 
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future artisan requirements have to be addressed to allow future prosperity, or only the larger 
firms would afford the services of the 'elite'. 
3.7.2 Operations 
Low defect rates as quality controls in place to reduce these areas of defects, 
Quality parts sourced from agents or good second hand spares sourced (any variances in 
spares are returned to the operator concerned), 
The use of the latest technology machinery allowing for a quality and efficient turn around 
time (dry flatting is costly, but minimizes labour time for paint preparation, allowing a 
payback period of six to eight months). 
SAMBRA grading has also allowed the firm to extend to vehicle manufacturer approval and 
their approved warranty repairs. 
Computerized colour matching allows for minimal stock loss (stock control and costing and 
information system, which also allows for effective colour matching. 
Qualified staff employed for effective quality repairs and to assist in the development of in-
house training. Thus these are knowledge-based competencies (Teece. 1994). 
Competitive advantage is based on competence, and the level of competence depends upon 
the firm's resource base, and is linked to its performance. (Peteraf. 1994) 
3.7.3 Outbound logistics 
Shortened turn around time with regard to claim submission. (client assisted with the filling 
in of the claim forms and submission to the insurance company) 
Technology and competence of workman allow reduced turn around time (clients are 
encouraged to visit their vehicles whilst in repair) 
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Organizational learning describes what happens to firms and their competitive potential 
because their members learn, and because these members interact with one another as with 
the firm's strategy, structure, culture and systems. (Fiol & Lyles. 1985) 
Computerized work and management systems, in that computerized quotation systems and 
time management for repair is employed. Administration and invoicing done via the same 
system (effective four year's data captured) 
3.7.4 Marketing and sales 
Personal relationships are established with many clients and these lead to repeat business, 
computerized quotations available for insurers for new and repeat data. Courtesy vehicles are 
available to clients with major repairs, so as not to inconvenience them. 
Good architecture as there is a good relationship between the insurance companies and the 
firm discussed. 
3.7.5 Service 
Quality repair with warranties (one year on workmanship, and lifetime on paint) highly 
trained staff (annually reviewed with constant on-site training), resultant value for money 
repairs 
Follow up calls is made to clients to ensure that the vehicle has been repaired to their 
satisfaction, and minor fault rectification can be undertaken. 
3.8 A summary of the firm's resource capability 
The case firm's key resource strengths and competencies may be summarized thus: 
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• Quality repair with warranties (one year on workmanship, and lifetime on paint) highly 
trained staff (annually reviewed with constant on-site training), resultant value for 
money repaIrs 
• Follows up calls are made to clients to ensure that the vehicle has been repaired to their 
satisfaction, and minor fault rectification can be undertaken. 
• Effective management for the future needs and trends. 
• The use of technology to its advantage. 
• A good reputation and effective insurer relationship, i.e. , brand 
recognition. 
• Good positioning and location for the market in which it operates. 
efficient skilled staff and training in place for the future, allowing 
for experience curve advantage. (Daily News, 29 September 2000. 
Training key to jobs) 
• The use oflatest technology, allowing quicker turnaround time. 
• Sambra graded as a major structural repairer (allowed to undertake 
dealership repairs) . 
• Totally computerized systems for stock, paint, quotations and 
administration. 
• Old established company with a good survival chance in the present 
industry (Jovanic Model) 
• Location on the North Coast. Very few graded firms. Differentiation 
advantage. 
•. Establish smaller business to exploit the potential growth area. 
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The most critical shortcomings of the firm may be summarized as follows: 
• The economic downturn and slowed growth have minimized the 
profitability of the industry. 
• The intense rivalry amongst competition has resulted in economic 
feasibility of the repair being ignored. 
• The unethical nature of the industry. 
• No appropriate return on investment for grading structures outlay. 
• Legislation: the growing number of small repairers who are entering 
the market, and who are allowed to perform the repairs. 
• Increased union activity and increasing costs. 
• Price conscious customers may use substitutes. 
• More strategic marketing is required for niches. 
• Vulnerable to a recession cycles. 
• The emergence of information technology and improved quality of 
vehicles, will result in a decrease of after-sales viability, and affect 
the future of panel shops and franchise affiliations. (D Dixon April 
2000. Will franchise dealers survive 201O? Automotive refinisher) 
• The inadequate supply of future artisans: due to structural changes in 
the economy, job losses were unavoidable. Future growth would not 
necessarily create jobs for the unskilled. The only labour class where 
technology created jobs was the skilled category, which increased by 
1.7% from 1993 to 1997. (Business Day, 27 September 2000) 
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• Cash flow problems for small businesses. 
• Values oriented marketing techniques. 
• Price conscious and increasingly more demanding customers. 
• The decline in the number of insured vehicles and the stagnant growth phase of the 
sector. 
3.9 Conclusion 
The main problem with the standards set by Sambra are the unrealistic grades that result in 
the potential closure of the firms, due to no viable returns on investment. However; a 
considerable list of strengths are identified and pre-emptive work can be done on the strategic 
shortfalls. This must be linked to strategic initiatives, encompassing the critical success 
factors, and future drivers of change of the sub sector. These initiatives must encompass 
differentiation and competitive advantage for small business operations. 
The overall strategy can only be formulated once the industry analysis is complete. Future 
growth areas and niche markets must be identified and established for this sector. This, 
however, will have to linked to the financial situation of the firm. More work and future 




ESTABLISIllNG FUNDAMENTAL EXTERNAL 
FACTORS IMPACTING UPON THE CASE FIRM'S 
STRATEGY FORMULATION 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish the rational choices available to the case firm with 
respect to the interplay between the resource capacity of the firm and the environmental 
forces currently impacting on the finn and expected to continue doing so. This requires that 
the predominant trends of the firm's external environment be identified. It should be 
expected that the trends and concerns identified are an interpretation of the author, based on 
industry operating experience. 
Once these views have been established it becomes possible to map the case firm's strengths 
and weaknesses to the opportunities and threats in the environment. The confluence of the 
firm's predominant internal characteristics and the prevailing environmental circumstance, 
establish the broad strategic options for the firm. Within this context a strategy may be 
crafted. 
4.2 Current operations within the industry 
The motor repair industry is at a critical point, characterized by extensive rivalry. As a result, 
the economics of the repair is often ignored. Many companies undertake work at cost or 
subsidize repairs due to ignorance with regard to costing. Intense rivalry, without any thought 
of profitability, is the result. 
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Organizational competitiveness is dependent upon the ability to change, and reinvent itself, 
with turbulence in the industry a common occurrence. (Scott & Morton.1991). This is the key 
to survival. 
Prescriptive and stagnant labour rates from the insurance industry (no increases in five years) 
has also contributed tremendously to the low profitability. Auto and GenerallBudget allow 
rates far below the nonn, and consequently, do not have the better caliber of repair shop on 
their panels. Pirate parts are a prerequisite for these repairs. Very few of the better caliber of 
repairers undertake work for this insurance company, as the profits, if any, is minimal. 
Corruption in the towing sector has resulted in certain firms getting work, as many of the 
firms are paying up to ten percent of the cost of repairs to the tow truck operator (Sambra 
upgrade: April 2001 : Automotive Refinisher). 
4.3 Current dominant economic characteristics of the industry 
The following economic factors are identified as having a dominant influence on the industry: 
• Seasonal business (more business during wet weather). 
• Increased competition with a downturn in the economic cycle. 
• The decrease in the number of insured vehicles on the road. 
• The decreased profits of the insurance companies have resulted in 
them tightening their budgets. 
eo The decrease in the number of accidents on the road. 
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• The high investment requirement for grading without any reasonable 
return on investment. 
• The bargaining power of customers: This is great within the industry. They tend to be 
pricing sensitive with regard to location and a certain percentage increasingly more 
quality conscious. 
• Suppliers of work: Mainly insurance companies, with the a few larger independent 
companies that have a fleet of vehicles. Corruption is evident here. 
4.4 Sectoral outlook 
The motor industry consists of many sectors. These sectors fall under the umbrella of the 
Retail Motor Industry (RMI). The area under investigation is the motor repair industry, which 
falls under the sub sector of Sambra. 
The problem facing the current motor repair industry is that the market has undergone radical 
changes within the last five years. This report attempts to identify these drivers of change 
from the perspective of an industry operator, as well as the critical success factors within the 
sub sector. This identification is subjective, gathered from interview and professional 
association with owners of similar operations. 
Sambra has to be instrumental in achieving market recognition, which will be vital for future 
survival of the sub sector. Insufficient regulation has been the major impetus for the current 
industry crisis, characterized by unethical repairers. Sambra has implemented a grading 
scheme in a hope of improving the quality of repairs as motor vehicle technology advances. 
This is sound reasoning, but the insurance companies have used this as a requirement for 
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work allocation. This has resulted in indiscriminate grading of too many firms in one area, 
with the associated poor return on investment. This phenomenon combines with a 
diminishing industry growth rate and penetration of the industry by new entrants. 
Within this background, the case firm needs to establish the viability of the market, the future 
stakeholders, future trending and its potential consequences, not forgetting profit potential. 
4.5 The main drivers of change over the past five years 
The following factors are subjectively identified as drivers of change in this econo~ic sub-
sector: 
4.5.1 ever-increasing fuel price: 
people tend to drive slower and are more aware of fuel consumption, resulting in better 
driving. 
4.5.2 drive alive campaign: 
the continued presence of police roadblocks and the consequences of drunken driving has 
had a marked effect on the public. 
4.5.3 the present declining economy: 
GDP has experienced a 3% growth, with a loss of jobs. The de~line in the motor repair 
industry is due to the fact that it is in the declining phase of its life cycle. 
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4.5.4 legislation: 
the promotion of the small business informal sector has allowed the evolvement of micro 
businesses, with dire consequences to the industries established players, with high overheads, 
and no return on investment. 
4.5.5 corruption: 
the corruption of clerks, assessors, brokers and tow trucks have resulted in certain shops 
being favoured, with a resultant loss to the insurer. Stolen parts are also sourced, resulting in 
non-competitive quotations, from the ethical repairers. 
4.5.6 increased competition: 
the increase in the number of small and micro enterprises has resulted in a loss of work to 
panel shops on the approved insurer panel (Mercury, 5 October 2000. Panel beaters take 
insurers to task). 
4.5.7 decreasing market: 
the market is growing smaller, with a smaller percentage of vehicles being insured, due to 
cost increases in premiums. (D Woods, October 1999. Pie getting smaller. Automotive 
Refinisher) . 
4.5.8 oligopoly of insurance industries: 
two major players have come to the fore, resulting in them dominating the industry in terms 
of direction and pricing. They are forcing the motor repair industry to subsidize their losses. 
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4.5.9 poor returns on investment: 
the major costs of grading, without any guaranteed work, have resulted in a loss and closure 
of many shops. Indiscriminate grading of firms, without any future plans and projections via 
Sambra, has also contributed to this, i.e., twenty major structural repairers in one area, cannot 
sustain a good return on investment. 
4.5.10 Non-visionary strategic orientation of SAMBRA: 
this body has not considered any strategy for the past, present or future, nor does it have any 
'clout' within the industry, or with the insurers, and has not considered the future <;>fpanel 
shops within the industry and the associated problems. 
4.5.11 The decrease in the number of insured vehicles on the road: 
this is due to many old cars on the road and the costs associated with insuring them. Mainly 
vehicles on locomotion allowances are insured. 
4.5.12 the unacceptable labour rates: 
the labour rates are sadly far below par with the industry, as mechanical repairs are allocated 
in excess ofR200/hour, and motor repairs are in the region ofR90/hour, with artisans 
probably earning more in the motor industry. (lan Groat. August 2000. Case for 25% increase 
in labour rates. Automotive Refinisher). 
4.5.13 the future threat of supply of qualified and trained artisans: 
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a few finns are training and developing staff to ensure a future supply of artisans (Business 
Day, 27 September 2000. Demand for unskilled labour drops) Sambra needs to address the 
issue, and place some type of moratorium on training, in the larger finns . 
4.6 Analysis of the case firm's environment 
The basis of the following analysis is perfonned using elements of Porters five-force analysis. 
This analysis pennits an objective, holistic view of the sub sector, whilst taking all relevant 
variables into account. 
The rules of competition are found within five forces: the entry of new competitors, the threat 
of substitutes, the bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power of suppliers, and the 
rivalry amongst competitors. Any of these factors evolve over time within the industry, 
causing a resultant change in profitability. 
These five forces detennine the industry profitability because they influence the prices, costs, 
and required investment for finns, and the elements of return on investment. The strength of 
these factors is a function of industry structure, or the underlying economic and technological 
characteristics of the industry. The industry structure is relatively stable, but has changed over 
time. A finn can change the structure to make the industry attractive or not, by using 
strategies to influence the five forces. It is therefore possible to pinpoint the factors that are 
critical to competition, and possibly innovate new strategies to compensate for these factors. 
4.6.1 Threat posed by new entrants 
Government legislation, in encouraging small businesses, has allowed businesses with 
turnover below three hundred thousand per annum, not to register. This is a major blow to the 
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old and established firms, as competition is on an unfair basis. The insurance companies have 
put a panel together (suggested repairers), but insurers do not adhere to this notion. Small 
repairers, that are not SAMBRA affiliated, without any of the minimum equipment, can still 
undertake insurance approved repairs, sometimes with or without any waivers being signed. 
The following factors make the market attractive for entry: 
• legislation favouring the small repairer. 
• the possibility of obtaining insurance repairs by the use of disclaimers. 
• the growth opportunity for the bottom end of the market. 
• unethical industry where work can be sourced from various 'contacts' within the 
industry. 
There are, however, at least the following barriers to entry: 
• high operational costs associated with insurance repair industry. 
• fierce competition and rivalry. 
• established firms have good brand loyalty. 
• slow industry growth and the slowing economic cycle. 
• the domination of the market by the insurance companies and the larger established 
players. 
• . the high costs associated with exit from the industry. 
• the unethical nature of the industry for example, tows truck operators who either 'sell' 
the smashed vehicle or, open a repair shop. 
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4.6.2 Threat posed by substitutes 
Substitution is "the process whereby which one product of service supplants another in 
perfonning a particular function or functions for a buyer." Porter, (1990) 
The threat of substitution is a function of three basic factors; 
• the relative price/value of a substitute. 
• the cost of switching to a substitute. 
• the buyers' propensity to switch. 
The propensity of a customer to switch to an alternate supplier is currently affected by the 
following factors: 
4.6.2.1 The threat of substitute franchise approved panel shops: 
The large vehicle franchises are now integrating vertically, as they see the opportunity for 
profit. They would do all their own warranty repairs, and have the factory approve their 
workshop. This would result in all the work falling within a certain region, being diverted to 
them, if the owners want their vehicle warranty to continue. This would effectively close the 
door to smaller businesses, even though they are graded by SAMBRA and are on the insurers 
approved repair panel. This system makes · sense for the franchise dealer with sufficient 
capital on hand, to diversify, and integrate both businesses. 
4.6.2.2 The threat of larger shops with tow trucks 
These finns operate a large towing fleet of 15 to 20 tow trucks to exploit a certain area. They 
generate work from these trucks and demand abnonnally high release and storage fees for the 
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vehicles they have in their possession. The insurance companies eventually relent and let the 
repairs be done there, even if the client wants the vehicle moved, due the savings in towing 
associated with the accident. 
4.6.2.3 Independent tow trucks 
These trucks 'pick' up the accident-damaged vehicle, and "sell" them to the highest 
bidder/panel shop. It is not unusual for vehicle to be dropped off for a cash payment of three 
thousand rand (R3 000) or ten percent of the repair. The repairer, who then must either place 
damaged parts in the place of operative ones, or 'bribe' the assessor, must offset this cost. 
The costs are then offset to the insurance company, who is now not blamed for not wanting to 
increase labour rates. 
Thus, within the industry, tow trucks are an immediate threat to the ethical trading of the 
industry. Future Sambra codes of conduct must encompass the realms of this operational 
sector. These codes must give directions for operations and discipline, for effective control 
and governance. 
4.6.3 The threat posed by competitive rivalry ' 
This is the most dominant feature within the industry as rivals try to outperform each other 
through a range of tactics: 
• price cutting (sometimes without economic considerations) . 
• ' adding value for money features (e.g. lifetime paint warranty). 
.. shortening the repair period . 
• > extending the use of courtesy vehicles. 
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• working in of excesses (defrauding the insurance companies). 
The market is saturated with little repair shops trying to survive. This area is often open to 
corruption in the form of insurance clerks; assessors, unscrupulous brokers and customers 
wanting to have their excess built in. The cost per accident will consequently increase; with 
the insurers being the bearer of further financia110sses. So, the insurers' thinking is to let the 
repairers bear the losses, by fixing poor labour rates for 'approved' repairers. 
The future existence of 'amalgamated' panel shops under one umbrella, is a major .concern to 
the smaller firm, as it does not have the resources available to counter any action it may 
initiate. However, Kaufman (1999) has established that there will be a loss of business to the 
larger repair shops, but commitment must remain there, as often the larger concerns realize 
that that this is not their core competency, and divert to other spheres of business. 
4.6.4 The threat posed by customer baFgaining power 
It is proposed that this factor be viewed from the reverse-angle - that is, to contemplate the 
buyer-value in the supply transaction. A firm creates value for the buyer that justifies a 
premium price through two mechanisms in industry: 
• by lowering buyer cost 
• by raising buyer performance 
4.6.4.1 Lowering buyer costs of the firm: 
This is a method of differentiation. Methods used to lower buyer costs are: 
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• One manager will undertake reducing the reporting infrastructure, as management and 
operational duties will fall into a very small vertIcal chain. 
• procurement of spare parts done once a week in Durban, otherwise delivery costs are 
incurred daily by the suppliers. 
• shortened turn around via the use oftechnology. e.g. dry flatting machines, infrared 
dryers, dry sanding in the panel shop, computerized paint matching, usage, control and 
costing systems. 
• lower labour costs via the use of in-house trained staff, to progress to artisans at a later 
. date. 
4.6.4.2 Raising buyer performance within the firm: 
This depends upon the understanding of what is desirable performance from the buyers' 
viewpoint. This will enhance the buyers' satisfaction needs. The fmished product must be 
aesthetically pleasing, have value for money, and have minimal deviation from the new 
product. Further to that, it must have a cost saving from within the parameters of operation as 
stipulated from the insurers (cost variances in terms of savings and repairs undertaken, as 
opposed to new replacement; that is, use trained labour for better benefits). Integrity will be 
required, but as a two way stream from the insurers and the motor repair shop. Differentiation 
with regards to quality workmanship is also important. 
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4.7 Possible future ind ustry trends 
'f he folloVvlJlg trends have been established through in terview and acquaintance with the 
owners offirms of similar stature, structure and resources to the case firm. 
• The medium size repairer, as described in the case, will no longer exist. The firms will 
be smaller (employee number), but the employees would be more skilled commanded 
better salaries, and be more productive. reinforced by a similar trend in the United 
Kingdom. 
• _ The larger factory approved and dealer-associated firms will grow in size, due to the 
connection with the dealership. 
• Possible dealership panel shops to be opened. 
• Growth potential at the bottom end of the market, due to the fact that many people 
will not be able to afford the monthly insurance premiums. 
• The overall workmanship standard in the industry is dropping. 
• The industry to become more service and customer orientated. 
• Sambra to establish credibility and come into its own, by eradicating corruption and 
becoming the watchdog of the industry. 
• Sambra graded finns to become a prerequisite for insurance and factory-approved 
repairs. 
• Improved repairer/ insurer relationships with approved panel systems being 
implemented. 
• The critical period over the next few years will result in the closure of the less efficient 
and less resource conscious firms. 
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It is idl by the author that to counter these trends, the fIrm has to address multiskilling, and 
the associated decrease in staff for the future operation. It must ensure factory approval, and 
be closely linked to Sambra. It must ensure that it is technologically in the forefront, and 
maintain its competitive advantage, as well as on the job training schemes. 
4.8 A new competitive paradigm for the industry 
4.8.1 Strategy at present 
The st~ategic objectives ofthe case frrm include the following: 
• to be proactive and predict future trends to the firms advantage. 
• to establish credible relationships with insurers. 
• to ensure factory approval. 
• to ensure efficient cash flow via watching overdrafts and payment periods. 
• investigate possible alliances/buyouts of other small businesses in lower market 
segment. 
• Establish and differentiate niche markets for the firm. 
However, the author is ofthe view that these objectives must be contemplated from an 
alternative perspective to that presently forming the norm for industry operators. The study of 
competitor analysis (Hamel and Prahalad, 1990; Porter, 1985) and ofinterfirm rivalry (Bettis 
and Weeks, 1987; D'Aveni, 1994) occupies a central position in any fIrm's strategy. A primary 
objective of competitor analysis is to understand and predict the rivalry between fIrms in their 
quest for competitive advantage in an industry (Caves, 1984; Porter 1980). Research has 
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shown that there is a distinction between interfrrm rivalry, which emphasizes the conduct of 
individual firms, and the general conceptualization of competition, which focuses on properties 
ofthe industry, or market structure (Baum and Corn, 1994; Jacobson, 1992). This can be 
analyzed by studying the exchange of moves and countermoves (Caves, 1994; Porter, 1980; 
Smith, 1992), and the action response to it. This action response is consequential because it is 
at this level where competitive engagement occurs (Chen, 1992), and where the dynamic 
nature of strategy and competition and the mutual interdependence of firms in an industry are 
best captured (porter, 1980). 
An action is defined as a specific competitive move initiated by a frrm, such as introducing a 
new product or entering a new market, that may lead to acquisition of its rivals market shares 
or reducing their anticipated returns (Chen and Hambrick, 1995; Chen and MacMillan, 1992). 
The importance of competitive attack or the use of first mover advantage is widely 
acknowledged (Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988); research has shown that the greater the 
number of competitive moves firms initiates, the better its performance will be (Young, smith 
and Grimm, 1994). Thus, attackers, or early movers, gain a market share at the expense of 
later starters (Chem and MacMillan, 1992), and the greater the firm's tendency to respond, the 
greater its performance will be (Smith et. ai. , 1991). 
This implies that in the case firm's scenario, the firm should be the market leader, by market 
and competitor analysis. The firm should differentiate with niche markets being sought. Chen 
and Hambrick (1995) found discrepancies with respect to the firm' s action and response 
profiles: firms that were aggressive in attacking were not necessarily responsive under attack. 
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Abrahamson and Fombrun (1994) and Burt (1987) found that strategically similar firms were 
more likely to cempete. 
The author is ofthe view that a new competitive paradigm is required for successful 
competition in the industry. in competition needs to be addressed within the industry. 
4.8.2 Strategy in the future 
4.8.2.1 Increase the industry demand: 
ones ~eek's non-productive work for the insurers nationally will result in them having to 
'rethink' their current position. (a national strike). This was done in the United Kingdom, with 
positive results for the whole industry. 
4.8.2.2 Aiding market development: 
By promoting the image ofthe repair industry, or signaling that the industry is legitimate, and 
promises made, will be met. 
4.8.2.3 Deterring entry into the market: 
• increase the likelihood of retaliation, in those competitors could use price-cutting further 
establishes credibility of your fIrm name. 
• Symbolize the difficulty of successful entry, in that one can demonstrate the 
unprofItability of the follower position. 
• block logical entry avenues, in that your fIrm already has market share of the large 
profitable work. 
4.8.2.4 Good competitor tests: 
Competitors must be credible, understand costs and costing and set prices accordingly. They 
should understand the rules of competition, and read market signals. There should exist 
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strong exit barriers that are significant enough to make its presence felt, to deter potential new 
entrants. 
4.9 Conclusion 
The following list of opportunities and threats summarizes this chapter. This list represents 
the most predominant factors the author feels must be regarded when mapping the case finn's 
resource capabilities in order to determine a strategic plan for the future. 
4.9.1 . Opportunities 
• growth opportunity at the bottom end ofthe market. 
• to be the only factory approved shop in the above-mentioned area. 
• further differentiation in niche market sector. 
• Non-registration of smaller companies. 
4.9.2 Threats 
• the economic downturn and slowed growth has minimized the profitability ofthe 
industry. 
• the intense rivalry amongst competition has resulted in economic feasibility ofthe repair 
being ignored. 
• the unethical nature of the industry. 
• legislation: the growing number of small repairers who are entering the market, and are 
allowed to perform the repairs. 
• increased union activity. 
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• Price conscious customers may use substitutes, who concentrate on price advantage. 
• Vulnerable to a recession cycles. 
• The emergence of information technology and improved quality of vehicles, will result in 
a decrease of after sales viability, and affect the future of panel shops and franchise 
affiliations. (D Dixon April 2000. Will franchise dealers survive 201 O? Automotive 
re finisher) 
• The inadequate supply offuture artisans: due to structural changes in the economy, job 
losses were unavoidable. Future growth would not necessarily create jobs for the 
unskilled. The only labour class where technology created jobs was the skilled category, 
which increased by 1.7% from 1993 to 1997. (Business Day, 27 September 2000) 
Thus, the firm has to address the following problems of cash flow; value orientated 
marketing techniques, price conscious customers, and the decline in the number of insured 
vehicles and the low growth phase ofthe sector. Core competence is advantageous to the 
firm. All the above issues will be crucial to future survival. 
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CHAPTER FIVE IMPLEMENTING A STRATEGY FOR THE c ASE FIRM 
5.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present as medium term strategic approach for the case firm. 
It is noted that the determination of this approach has several 'levels'. At a grand level one 
may refer to the approach as one of turnaround, with the case firm's owner seeking to 
stabilize his position in the competitive landscape. More specifically, the strategic approach 
is one of a specific operating plan encapsulating an approach to doing business in the sector, 
in a more cost-effective fashion. 
This is of greater relevance to an industry sub-sector participant for whom the rationale may 
seem more evident, than a reader examining the logic of the grand strategy alone. No attempt 
is made to present a complete account of the operations plan as this is not relevant to the 
purpose of the investigation. 
It is anticipated however, that the emergence of a strategic approach can be seen as a tangible 
product of the planning process, and that one may conclude that the firm has indeed benefited 
from the exercise of reviewing its environment and resources. 
5.2 The adaptation of the firm to its environment 
Customer perceptions and value systems have to be kept constantly in mind, when creating a 
vision, or mission for the company. Porter's value system is thus an empirical part of the 
industry that seems to be heading to a condition where only the 'fittest' firms will survive. 
Efficient and effective management now becomes vital for operation. Visionary management 
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will have to be the order of the day, 
The firm will have to ensure its advantage via its core competence, but also adhere to the strict 
criteria for MSR. Any changes to that criteria must be countered, as to allow short-term 
advantage ofhaving possible dealer accreditation. On the job training must continue, allowing 
for a flow of skilled artisans within the ranks, countering the scarcity of artisans in the future. 
Sambra affiliation will be vital of the 'acceptance' ofthe protocols by the insurance 
compap.ies. Costs associated with grading for the various levels will have to be justified by the 
various companies. The degree of risk that accompanies that decision will be borne by the 
owners concerned, with no accompanied guarantees on investment. 
Sambra must ensure that it maintains its credibility, once the protocol is accepted (the 
protocol is attached as appendix B). It must ensure that unethical repairers are brought to 
book, together with adopting a vision and goals for the future of the industry. Tow trucks 
and their affiliates must be brought to book, as it affects the ethical nature of the industry, and 
brings Sambra into disrepute. 
The sub-sector will be getting smaller with multiple players within the sub sector, as seen from 
the drivers of change. The United Kingdom and United States markets have demonstrated 
that the playing fields eventually tipped in favour of a smaller number of repairers, who were 
larger in size than previously. The larger dealership affiliated and 
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insurance owned finns would prosper, due their connections for extension of vehicle 
warranties, and their fact that it is the subsidiary of the Mother Company. 
The existing firms have to rationalize their staff and restructure its resource base, so as to 
allow for future trending, and accommodate multiskilling. This can be seen from the fact that 
the United Kingdom has undergone the same process recently. A smaller number of repairers, 
with multi skilled staff survived the transition. Differentiation is a source of competitive 
advantage. Thus, firms will have to have the spirit to cope with the perpetual transition 
caused by the accelerating technological change. As the tempo quickens, the champions will 
be the dancers who keep in time with the new beat (Sunter : 1998). This will be basis of 
future competitive advantage. The finns will have to restructure, address staffing issues and 
ensure multiskilling is in place. 
Strategy is driven by perceptions. The way we read the world shapes our responses to it. 
Competition is fought in the mind. Conservation is the key weapon in this battle. Profitability 
will continue to decrease due to increases in operating expenses and general overheads, as 
well as non-productive labour. There is also a loss in labour sales, which is countered by a 
markup in the replacement spares. 
The protocol to increase labour rates, as to encourage increased proportions of repair and not 
to replace spares, may drop the overall repair cost. This may seem to be the answer. However, 
there is nothing stopping the insurers to move vehicles to other repairers who have spare 
capacity, at lower operating costs. This protocol will have to have unanimous approval 
amongst insurers to be effective within the industry. 
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Thus, the future market looks bleak, but the only saving could be brought about via effective 
strategic management and tight financial control of all future operations. 
5.3 The case firm 's strategic intention 
5.3.1 Segmentation 
This is necessary to address the question of competitive scope of the firm. The firm is 
positioned with the realms of the motor repair industry. It is further concentrated, that it has 
professional affiliations to the RMI (Retail Motor Industry), members of SAMBRA and 
SAMIEA, and that it concentrates on the insurance industry. The firm is further graded as a: 
Major Structural Repairer (top grade nationally), and allows approved structural repairs to be 
undertaken for vehicle manufacturers e.g. VW or Delta. The insurance and luxury car repair 
market and insurance repair is therefore the firm 's target market segment. 
5.3.2 Geographic location 
The repairer is located north of Durban, out of the hive of furious competition, but the market 
segment is middle to upper class, with the competition concentrating on cost differentiation, 
but with minimal profits evident. The area however does have some thirty motor repair shops 
that are registered and also umegistered. 
5.3.3 New segment identification: 
It is identified that growth is possible in the bottom end of the market. This segment will use 
low cost products giving fairly good results that allow the perception of relative added value 
to the customer. This segment will concentrate primarily on the cash repairs and the taxi 
associations, exploiting pricing as the competitive advantage tool. The firm area allows the 
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speedy and not necessarily 'quality finished product', as these customers are price driven and 
want efficient turnaround time. Here, the area of low cost quality repairs would be the answer. 
Typically motor body repairers target insurance repairs, with a massive outlay of capital. The 
author proposes a nominal outlay of capital, and exploitation of a potentially symbiotic 
relationship with the existing infrastructure of the case firm. The equipment used would be 
the outdated dozers for basic 'pulls', deliberately precluding major structural repairs. All 
major repairs would be referred to the 'mother company'. In return, the Mother Company, 
with all its goodwill, will send the work it could not undertake due to high basic operating 
overhead, to the offspring. 
Costs of start up would be minimal, and the sum of forty thousand rand has been identified 
for basic requirements. No major equipment is used. At a later stage infra red lamps will be 
purchased for the quick drying of paint. This capital expense compares almost absurdly to the 
one hundred and fifty thousand rand for a spray booth. 
Staffing requirements would be easily met, via the use of old staff and the mandatory use of 
month-to-month contracts for hiring. The problem with suitably qualified staff would be 
overcome via hiring an old spray painter, who has a failing business. He would receive a set 
salary as a paint shop manager, with all benefits, but also have a share in the new offspring 
firm. This allows for the betterment ofthe Mother Company in terms of cost saving via his 
expertise, as well as his benefiting from the new 'growth' area identified. He will run the 
offspring under guidance, as well as performing the normal daily duties. This will also ensure 
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fI good flow of suitably trained artisans for the future, as well as allowing the development 
paths for future trainees. 
The offspring would be situated a hundred metres from the main firm, so that controls would 
be easy to maintain. The market positioning of the offspring would be minor repairs with 
quick turnaround time, as well as the potential of ' rust and resprays' whilst not forgetting the 
large market potential of the taxi repair industry. The rank is within walking distance, and it is 
felt that this market can be incorporated within the scope of the offspring firm. 
5.3.4 Advantages of this segment 
• huge market size. 
• not much competition. 
• no good repairers in this segment. 
• allows value chain exploitation - core competence used. 
• low degree of risk. 
• good profit potential, as there are minimal overheads. 
• transfer of goodwill from the Mother Company. 
• proven management ability and synergy. 
• cost position to be used to its advantage. 
5.3.5 New product development: 
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A new system for the ' touch-up ' of minute areas such as Chips Away has been developed. 
Minor scratches on vehicle can now be accommodated within three hours at a fraction of 
normal costs. This will be used via the establishment of another company, which will allow 
us to use current legislation to our advantage. A semi qualified and highly trained technician 
will be used for this venture, with the site being on the existing premises. Rental would be in 
terms of goodwill, in that the company would be exposed to future potential customers, as 
well as to undertake work that the operation could not perform. This has only been possible 
via the addition of new technology that allows a two square centimetre 'touch up". 
5.3.6 Signaling criteria 
Signaling criteria for influencing the buyers ' perception and differentiation possibly are: 
• reputation very good on the North Coast 
• minimal advertising 
• established in 1966 
• layout of workshop and operation size 
• client base extensive and reputable 
• market share on the coast is approximately sixty percent 
• visible senior management still present in the firm 
• Warranty work undertaken for many vehicle manufacturers. 
The main problem would be to get the buyers to recognize the firms ' name as a brand, due to 
the extensive competition and corruption levels evident in the industry. 
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5.4 The sustain ability of differentiation 
Sustainability of differentiation is dependant upon perception by buyers and the lack of 
potential for imitation by competitors. It is felt that this strategy could not be maintained as 
the competition would inevitably upgrade their workshops. However customer service and 
personal relations would be hard to counter. 
Differentiation of the firm can be achieved via the following methods: 
5.4.1 The firms ' sources of uniqueness involve barriers 
A first mover advantage as done by the firm (in the form of signaling) allows better advantage 
if marketed properly. Effective marketing will thus have to be done here, targeting insurance 
companies and vehicle manufacturers. 
5.4.2 The firm has a cost advantage in differentiation 
Continued training and development will ensure this, as a basis of turnaround time, by using 
their knowledge and experience curve effects 
5.4.3 Multiple sources of differentiation 
The firm must be able to sustain and develop means of differentiation from its competitors 
via investment in technology, continued in house training, and a continued production of 
qualified artisans via its ranks. The marketing and positioning aspects will have to be 
reviewed continually by management and used effectively. 
5.4.4 A firm creates switching costs at the same time as it differentiates. 
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These are the costs inherent with operation, when switching suppliers. If differentiability is 
created via switching, then this could be sustained, and is an advantage. Using a marketing 
technique of lifetime warranty on work could do this. 
5.5 Problems with differentiation for the firm and the industry: 
The preceding sub-paragraphs have isolated the advantages of differentiation, but it is 
recognized that there is a set of accompanying disadvantages: 
• creating uniqueness that is not valuable to the buyer. 
• differentiating too much results from the failure to diagnose performance thresholds or 
diminishing returns in buyer preferences. 
• the price of differentiation is far too high, and not sustainable. 
• ignoring to signal value criteria opens the firm to attack from competitors, ifhe has the 
knowledge to use this. 
• not knowing the costs of differentiation in economic terms and the returns gained from 
differentiation may be a loss financially. 
• failure to recognize buyer segments and a strategy not focused here, and the firm will 
not realize profits. 
Thus, the firm will be able to sustain its differentiation with respect to its core competence, 
but it will have difficulty being the only MSR firm in the area concerned. The firm has to 
concentrate on service, value perception and the effective marketing techniques of these 
advantages. 
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5.6 Congruence of the firm's strategic intention with rational planning models 
Any rational planning model in a stagnant industry would aggressively cut down on 
overheads and operating costs. Criteria such as cash flows and return on investment are 
more important than growth and perforn1ance measures. Declining industries result in 
hostile competition, together with buyers becoming more demanding on services offered. All 
future expansion plans and over capacity can adversely affect the business. The larger 
players with financial backing have a greater chance of surviving than the smaller players 
without any ' clout' survive. Cost reduction and efficiency increasing methods must be 
established and optimized. 
The case firm in contrast has contravened rational planning models by: 
• expanding its asset base by adding alterations and purchasing equipment for future 
operation. 
• This decision was made due to the future requirements of Sambra, as well as realizing 
that the future of the industry would not be attractive. The liquidity at that stage allowed 
for future purchases. 
• Purchasing of smaller operational equipment that would enhance time saving and allow 
for the simultaneous natural attrition of staff. 
• Expanded into another segment of the market (bottom end which is the growth area). 
This will allow for the weakening of competitors market share, and possibly jeopardize 
any future business. 
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Thus, while larger firms may restructure to minimize operational costs, the case firm 's 




It is detennined that it is imperative to establish niche markets. The establishment of a 
secondary company in another segment of the market is essential. This will allow the 
symbiotic relationship between the two finns . The mother company will 'feed' the new finn 
the cheaper repair sector, whilst the larger repairs of the new finn will go to the mother 
company. This counters both the problems with the protocols ofSambra, as well taking the 
opportunity of current legislation for small repairers. Thus, the identification of the new 
segment may offer a better return on investment, as there will be minimal requirements for . 
the NSRto be adhered to. 
The breaking down of the company in sub-units, like bumper repair and the touch-up area, in 
opposition to Chips Away, will also use legislation to its advantage. Allocation of profit 
shares to key staff will enhance the operation, as well as getting the market exposure of 
knowing that they are associated with the Mother Company. This will assure the customer of 
quality repairs, and may enhance the image of the total 'group'. 
The future of any company will be dependant upon its planning and the ability to counter 
future potential threats now. Vision, as in any company is vital, and essential to the future of 
this critically positioned industry. Sambra will have to play a leading role in the industry, but 
the resources available to this body could be questioned. Thus, the smaller companies must 
not wait for the initiatives from Sambra, but rather prepare for the future scenario. Exit costs 
are far too high for the average repairer; they must search for niche markets, and maintain 
their dominance in the area, as their playing fields are about to be redefined. 
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CHAPTER SIX CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The introductory chapter to this report sought to isolate a disquieting issue for a small 
business operator in the motor body repair industry. While the concern is the manner in 
which operators in this industry sector have witnessed a decline in their business fortunes 
over the past decade, the research query has been to investigate the extent to which the 
implementation of a rational planning framework could assist in generating options for the 
operator, to adopt a course of action that may arrest and reverse the decline in fortunes. 
The objective of the report was this established as an investigation into the value of a rational 
planning model in a small business environment, specifically in the SA motor body repair 
industry. The study undertook to investigate the principles and processes supporting a long 
term planning model, or strategy formulation model, and then relate this to the circumstance 
experienced by the case firm, selected as representative of the sector, but qualified where 
necessary to extrapolate the validity of the findings. 
Chapter two therefore set about investigating the literature with respect to strategy 
formulation and implementation, investigating both the literature of the past two decades, as 
well as contemporary thought. 
Chapter three identified the case firm with respect to the profile of the firm and its resource 
capability. The history of the firm since inception, and strategic actions adopted over the past 
five years were investigated, so as to be able to contrast these actions with the actions a 
rational planning exercise, might deliver in the present. The goal was to show that the 
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strategic actions adopted by the firm have been at odds with the rationale that is delivered by 
a rational planning process. 
Chapter four investigated the external environment of the firm, with particular reference to 
the industry environment. This included an assessment of the competitive rivalry in the 
industry sub sector, and the regulation imposed upon the industry by its representative body, 
SAMBRA. 
Chapter five sought to implement the principles and processes of the planning model exposed 
in chapter two, with a view to mapping the strengths and weaknesses of the firm as 
established in chapter three, with the firm 's prevalent opportunities and threats, as uncovered 
in chapter four. 
This chapter established that the rational objective of the firm is to identify and isolate a niche 
target market, and to pursue that segment, in defiance almost of the objectives that would be 
inferred by the regulation imposed by the body SAMBRA. 
The general findings of the investigation are that the level of competition is exceptionally 
high, and it might be concluded that it will take a 'shake out' of some operators in order to 
. reintroduce value in the sector. Simultaneously, the profile of the industry's operators is one 
that exhibits limited business acumen, and a reliance on the input of a regulator and 
representative body. 
The regulation of the industry, while well intended, has deteriorated to the point where the 
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very situation the regulator would have sought to ameliorate, has worsened as a result of short 
sighted and sometimes self-indulgent manipulation. 
A rational planning model, which although argued by some as a prescriptive approach and 
consequently inappropriate fro operators functioning in a fluid, dynamic, complex and 
frequently unpredictable industry, provides a measured means by which a strategic approach 
in the first instance, can be determined. 
Secondly, a rational planning model introduces consistent and reasonable decision-making, 
displacing subjectivism and so-called gut feel approaches to long-term decision making. 
Third, a rational planning model encompasses a specific implementation regime, which it is 
anticipated will improve tactical decision making with respect to the allocation of resources, 
including personnel, inventory, and liquidity. 
Finally, and perhaps of greatest benefit to sector representatives, a rational planning model 
encompasses the methodical establishment of many financial scenarios, isolating potential 
return on investment prior to commitment to a particular approach to trading, and 
commitment to the intensive capital investment coaxed by the industry sector regulator, 
shown to be flawed in its outlook. 
The business operator forming the subject matter of this investigation and report, is advised to 
consolidate a platform upon which to pursue profit maximization by emphasizing the rated 
capability of his operation, lobbying the insurance industry representatives to pay higher rates, 
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perhaps lobbying some of the premium-priced insurance firms, and diversifying into new 
markets. This diversification is possible through the creation of a distinct division falling 
beyond the boundaries of the industry regulation and therefore enjoying a more cost effective 
and efficient business trading model. This enhanced economic viability allows improved 
profitability, even if only in the new division. 
Some of the problems arising from blindly following the advice of the regulator include: 
• Excessive capital investment relative to the capacity of the market to absorb the 
impact of a highly qualified repair firm 
• The establishment of a cost structure that precludes cost containment and cost 
efficiencies, rendering the firm incapable of competing on the basis of anything other 
than qualitative factors, where the very presence of regulation has removed any trace 
of qualitative distinction between SAMBRA member firms. 
Within this circumstance, the firm is almost 'locked into' competing on price, as the 
bargaining power of the customer is so high, and because the regulator has unwittingly 
created a mutant environment where they have introduced high cost structures, but failed to 
implement actions designed to limit customer bargaining power. 
Niche markets are not pursued, because the framework for a strategy inferred by the 
regulator'S influence, is to compete on the basis of offering a deemed technical competency to 
an aggregated market. The regulator establishes this technical competency by raising the 
equipment and expertise requirements for membership. However, little if any attention is 
paid by SAMBRA to segmenting the target market, and breaking the oligopolistic and 
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financial control they wield in the marketplace. 
On the basis of the forecasts of the case firm, prepared according to a deviation in strategic 
outlook from the SAMBRA model, it would appear that there is distinct merit in operators in 
this industry sector isolating and focusing upon niche market segments, perhaps entirely 
distinct from the aggregated market inferred by the SAMBRA grading held by the firm. 
This deviation represents opportunity to pare down operating costs, and to offer a service to ' 
financially hard-pressed customers falling outside of the formal insurance sector net. Overall 
profitably is assessed to improve for the operator with a formal SAMBRA graded workshop 
as well as a less formal job-shop. In this way the return on investment is demonstrated to 
improve for the operator to the point where sustaining the viability of the venture is rendered 
entirely achievable. 
While this study was implemented to establish a path forward for the case firm operator, the 
conclusions are assessed by the operator to hold true for the industry as a whole. The 
inability of many if not most operators to achieve an adequate return on a relatively 
significant investment is cause for concern for the entire industry. Exit costs are prohibitive 
and the collapse of elements of the industry sector in the face of declining margins and profit 
potential, would cause an unpleasant decline in the reputation and credibility of the remaining 
operators. It is consequently possible to derive a simple set of recommendations for this 
industry sector. However, this study has not been exhaustive and these recommendations are 
confined to a series of observations from the perspective of the case firm operator. 
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In the first instance, sector operators are advised to implement a procedural long term 
planning regimen that will isolate the probable outlook of the actions pursued by the operator 
in the short term. While this regimen caries clear cost implications in the short term, it is 
believed that the positive spin offs of long term scenario planning outweigh the costs thereof. 
It is apparent that market aggregation will never prove to be a foundation upon which sector 
operators can develop any level of distinction and they are consequently condemned to 
competing against each other by foul means, rather than fair. Market segmentation and in 
particular, identification and vigorous pursuit of niche markets is recommended as a means 
by which operators can arrest and recover the decline in their business fortunes. 
It is also apparent that further investigation into the benefit derived by SAMBRA members 
from representation and regulation by SAMBRA is warranted. The role of the regulator and 
representative body should be the representation and protection where possible of its 
constituents - this is observed to have been corrupted over the past decade or so. 
It would then also be necessary to undertake a review of SAMBRA policies and methods and 
strategies to determine the relative merits of these strategies with regard to the long-term 
outlook of the industry. 
It is interpreted that one of the goals of this body should be the business education of its 
members in order to elevate the profile and resource capability of individual constituents. 
Sound business practice is no guarantee against failure , but there is sufficient evidence in the 
literature to establish that even small enterprises benefit demonstrably from an injection of 
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sound business acumen. 
For the long-term benefit of the industry as a whole, it is necessary to investigate the 
regulation governing the tow truck sub-sector. The rampant disregard for ethical operation in 
this sector depresses the margins of the motor body repair sub sector, as the insurance 
industry passes on the costs imposed by the tow truck operators. It is iniquitous that the sub 
sector with the lowest barriers to entry and with the least regulation, should impose upon the 
livelihood of a sector required to invest large capital sums, merely to qualify for obtaining 
work. Once qualified to queue for work, the insurance industry - the primary customer - then 
dictates a tariff that accommodates the tow industry's excessive margins, as well as the 
minimum rate of return declared by the insurer's shareholders. The motor body repairmen, to 
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6. Case firm 
7. Mr. Houston - Southern Panel Beaters (Sambra committee) 
8. Mr. B Rose - Durban Panel Beaters 
9. Mr. E Chislett - Motorglow Panel Beaters (Sambra committee) 
10. Mr. G. Gailbraith - ex Sambra chairman 
11. Mr. J Stuart - Classic Coachworks (Sambra chairman) 
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opportunit ies for the previously disadvantaged groups. Sambra subscribes to very strict codes of conduct 
and ethics . On request , Sambra will inspect repairs for clients and any adjustments are passed on to the 
insurers or the client, whichever may be the case. 
6.1 Entry Levels: 
Sambra's entry levels are high. The following are membership prerequisites: 
o To register , a company has to have been in business for a minimum period of six 
months 
o A twice yearly audit by an independent audit company is compulsory 
o The minimum written guarantee for workmanship is 12 months 
o Paint warrantees are for three years , up to a life time guarantee (better than a factory 
guarantee) 
6.2 Work Categories for Panelbeaters: 
There are three categories , and Sambra regards the quality of workmanship throughout all 
three grades as crucial. 
• 
I. Pel!~lopment Group. : Most of the previously advantaged businesses fall into 
this group. They are only allowed to repair car park scrapes , small dents , and 
cosmetic repairs . This is based on the limited skills and lack of sophisticated 
equipment available within this type of panelbeating business . No structural 
damage repairs are allowed . 
ii. A_dYQnGedS1rI,H~1!JrQ!Repgire[~ : They are allowed to repair veh icles with 
structural damage based on the skills and equipment available within the 
business, with the insurance assessor's agreement. Skills must include 
qualified panel beaters and spray painters. Major repairs may be done to 
vehicles that are no longer roadworthy, if their equipment is sophisticated 
enough . 
iii . Advanced Major Structural Repairers : They are allowed to repair any type of 
damage without any limitations, which includes just about resurrecting the 
dead. The skill level of staff is much higher than that of your usual qualified 
panel beater. Due to their high technical standards and superior equipment , 
they are able to repair a vehicle that has been extens ively damaged, to factory 
specifications and 100% roadworth iness . 
6. 3 Disc ipl inary Action : 
Disciplinary action is taken against members when the association receives complaints regarding 
persona l conduct and/or ethiCS , or warranties etc. that are not complied wi th. The following are some 
exam ples of measures taken against errant members in the past: 
• Recently Sambra forced a panel beater to buy a car from a client whom , due to sub-standards 
repairs , was unable to se ll the car at a market-related price. 
• An errant member may have their membership cancelled or suspended for a period , wh ich 
put their business at ri sk . 
AI>lN EXU RE 'A ' 
SOUTH AEBJCAN MOTOR Booy REPAJRtBS' ASSOCIAUott 
tL~TIONAk GRApING SCHEME 
It:tnEE LEYELS OF MEMBERSHIP 
Non Structural Repairer 
(NSR ) 
No sTructura l damage repa irs 
Advanced Structural 
Rep!lir9r 
= Repair structural damages of a r, atur~ Wh ich will fcJ : 
wltl'l in tho pan'lrr.eters of the repairer's &<;ulpment 
and skills base a~ n.gotlated bel'A/een the 
insun'tnce company relevant to the repa ir ana th. 
repairer. 
(ASR) 
Focus en equipment Goup!&d (0 ob~ining a certa in 
minimt.;rT' t:>:>int va lue on i. e, quallry . customer care . 
ar,d adherence tC the Code of Eth ics , 
Major Structural R.palrer 
(MSR) 
= Repair struoturai oamage or any nature , 
FOCU!5 on eQulpme'1t cou pled to obtaini 'lg 8 cer.a:r') 
mlnlrnum point VSlU8 on i ,a qua lity , GU f:torr,e r cari , 
and adht! renC9 to the Code ')f Eth iCS , 
!iI\TIONAL GRADING SCHEME 
BASIC ReQU!RE!~!iNT FOR AUTO BODY REPAIR FACILITiES 
FACILITIES 
R~cept1on 
-:- The customer mUH! be received at a recep tion desk: or ccunter not 088d for 
normal administration dutie5 
.~ Must disPlay the HMI Code of Cor.duct and SAMBRAs COde of Ethlc:s with 
the current yeer's membersh ip disk 
+ Must diHllay 15 iwr1 ege as to the name of the legsl entity compris;,'g Ire 
bu" ln iU 2:-,d tr,8 II~Ol1<lng hOJra 
-:.. Housekec!Pl ng to Je well '11aintained with '8ceprion a reas being clee n ard 
t loy 
.;. ()fflcas tor adm :~!g tr a tJve dudes to be s ~para ts fro,.., rscep tion 
:2 Cuatom.r WaitIng F.,cllity 
<- Obl:gatory for a ll e'ita bliBhments 
«. Mus! offer &Mt1i10 for at l&efl! 'CNO clients ard inClude i &bOirg materia l 
.,. CU6to me' ~1r&$h I:1er t£ 
P.:::.GE 0': 
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ANNEXURE "A" (Cont)· SAMBRA 
3. Parking 




+ MU8t be In good cxlnditlon, clean end 011 free 
2, 81gnage 
• SufI'Icient slgnagl to indicate facilities and customer I c()mmerclal reetrictions 
3. Lighting 
• Adequate lighting 
4. Ventilation 
<0. The working area must be well ventilated 
5. Uniforms 
<0. Mu.t be clean and of El uniform standard and oolour 
6, Cov.rN Working Bays 
... General busineaa lto be conducted in a workshop which is roofed and walled 
OTHER REQUIREMENTS 
1, ARTISANS 
• Reglltlr of jOurn,)rmln and their Joumeymen qualification ID number 
... At. 1.lt one qualified panel beater and spray painter 
2, APPReNTICES 
... Register of apprentioes and oontract numbers 
3. GUARANTEES 
... Gu.~.nte81 on worl<manahip and paint to bl Clllrly displayed In the 
reception area 
4, CUSTOMER FOLLOW-UP 
<0. Mandatory to hl!!J"'i a customer Ilti.faction foflow-up system in place which 
mu.t be able to be· Eludlted 
5. CARWA8H 
.;. Vehicles must be washed. dried and vacuumed ~fore delivery 
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SAMBRA 
................ ~ : - I CRlnAIA IIrOR AUTO aOo.v -REP-'lR.'ACIUllES NU MA MSA 
- , 
PAlHfSHOP 
Spray booltl l Oven corrtliNtion 
Conetrueticnwilh ! · · eldtactionunlt 
3 Spray gUn& (prime.'colourlpoly.ater & rubberlsll j 2 · · 
Suitable compressor • • · 
Mix.ing bench , 8CIM NJA · · 
IMine etr 1!lt6re · · · 
Respirlltor:! witi'! ff'eSlo\eir ~upply • • · 
Paint shop stands Optional · · 
Adequate pr.asure tloHs · • • 
. - '~~~'. " ''' '''''.-...... " .. _ .• -
PoIlehlng mQohi~ · · · 
Short wave infra red light& NtA · · -
. .MQP!!l' gry ~tti.'lg ftyJ!t!!n'l !\ItA · · (CentraliHd I OecantraJiafld vawum system) i I (Dry tla~ system lnc0tp0f"8dng sucdon bag) 
I 
I Premer Ipray bey wltl ftltration NIA NJA · 
j Ooma ...... ", ........ Y .... 
., 
NIA · NtA 
I 
I 
'1 Pa" t mixing rOOTl'l I'Ath venlllaiion with extr8c~on fan N/A · · 
1 ~ pU't manuf-adWers aaillogve j NIA · · , 
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SAMBRA 
.- "'."",,'1 
~~""I\ FOR AUTO IIJODY "!'AlR FACIUT1!S III"R ASR MiR -... ----
REPAIR SHOP 
2 01' 4~tlCiat NIA • t 
Engine hoist NIA · · 
10 T f)'1 prloHlll N/A • · : 
3 Ton ~8J'8Qe jack NIA · · I 
8 Treaties or jack stands . · .< 
Mac Pherson strut preG6 or spring damp. N/A • · 
Toot trolleys I Tool oupboard. · · · 
Cr~pen; NJA • · 
Wor~ bench with vj~s N/A · · 
lnciultMlvaeuurA cleanQl' ~morfi than 130.0 watt ) J N/A · · 
1 Oomes!ic vacwm cfaaner 1 · N/A NlA 
) 
I I : Basic 1If1i51!1n tool!! 8& pet Meln Agreement for tt~ Motor Indu&try • · · i I 
I 
I ::" """""ll ~ '" prnloct ..... "" -- ;" """' .. "'" · · · 
NJA • I Benei'lGlYIder · 
j 
i Pop rivet Qun · · · 1 - -
.\ 
·1 
Power drifl machine , • • • ,- --
I Angle gI'inder · · · 
ImpaCl curlBr or ooaV uw (mechanical) NlA · · 
Orbiu.1 M~r · • · 
SQII joint Cool I~A · · 
C02 I Mig .' /i,qg welder (eithllri or) WA • · 
Page 2 of. 
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CllII'r~~A FOR AUTO eODY 1I!IIAlR FACIL.ITI!8 NSR ASR MSR 
R5PNR SHOP ICont\ 
Spot WIIlo.r w1th dent pulling capacity N/A • 
Welding hood NJA · · 
~M~l!1rP.f":lO~r NiA .. .. 
Multi--purp05e epot welder with • minimum output of 5000 amps NlA N/A · 
Sat at unill&csaJ ~g plil_s 
N/A · · 
2 Wheel spanners (SAE & metric) · • · 
l..Md nghts · · · 
High preuure claan.r 
NI'- • • 
Bat\ery -charger · · · 
Radiator OI'e"ur. !Qlt leit • • • 
I Tyrv preu\J,.. gauge and pump · · · I 
Headlamp Getting facility Board or Haaclamp Headl9'Tlp 
Wall focusing fowsl!1g 
machine machine 
Iit~CI'\iG \lltleel a~gnmMt 'Y~ 
N/A NiA OptIon.1 
Paint thickness ~ 
.NIA N/A Opllilnal 
C-omputw "1ICtronic pyotection 1}'8Wm 
I ! I NfA · · 
1 Floor mounted or mobRe che&~s straightening /'lap.ir t-.". WIth J 
i 10 ton pulling capaclty ! NlA · Optional 
Mect'lanicai3 dimensional melauring 8yatam - IlO long. I accepted forMSR from 11312002 NJA · Optional· I I r 
( I f"j )l8d brac~ or uni¥.~aJ jig ·system Of berId\ '~\Qm 10 NIP. r~fA · aecomr:nodlUt
l 
~:~iC m .. !uring .system .ap~roYed by vahicle 
l'T'oi!rIufacturers i oertIfied OD8I'lIitor 
I 
12 )( 10 Ton .pOWer .salS .a.nd accaSllOr,!es NlA · · 
PllCs3014 
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ANNEXURE "D" (Coont) SAMSRA 
\ 
CRlT!R1A raft AUTO BODY REPAIR FACiLITIES N8R ASR MSR 
..... ...... _-. " .. ,_ . .... .. " ~- . lO O' ',' 
FACILrn~ 
, ' " '. . , ,~ , ~ .- . . .. . ' . ' 
Dem&l~1td ·~ quotation bay N/A • · i 
Oenarcated paint preplJlration bey N/A 
w 
1 · 
Storage ~l!Ity for parts · ~ · 
"'Ira tJ)(tir19u1sher& .... 1th expil'll dal . .... . """ .. .. ... " .. ,, . · · · 
Pllnei Mx>p computer man.~ent ayalem - oniy IhoH approved NIA · C:>mpulsory 
by SAMSAAi.e. iMS, Compmark, Or SmeetI, AlJdaltx from January 2002 
I 
I'waitabilit~ .of 11ft 'WOG NJA · · , 
Vehicle delivery bays N/A · · 
Slorogef8ol~..,. ·for 'Oetliale& · · · 
S9CUrity providQd · · · 
Internal inlurance NIA t · 
Extarnal in.urance 
I 
I N1A Optlonlll · 
I i I 
: OENERAL I 
12 Month guarantee on wor1<marW11p offered in writing I • · · 
! - 1 i Pairn wal'l'6nty ott.red ~n .writing i · · · 
I I I 
CMtJnUOUlI lraining In progratl (register and I or C8rtlficsles) N1A · · 
o.~nllted quelity ce~troller NlA · • 
I ChQCkiict for quali ty control ler Optlona! · · 
... 0 :2 to! 0 1.01 J 0.2 F'~ge 4014 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN 
SANT AM LIMITED 
a~ 
Santam u 
The agreement pS set out below is extremely important for the working 
relationship between Santam, you and the client. These conditions will enable 
Santam to offer excellent service to its clients. 
The agreement between the parties reads as follows: 
GENERAL 
1 . It is essential that both parties co-operate at all times. It also includes 
internal and external assessors and members of Santam's audit team, as 
well as all assessments and re-assessments of clients ' vehicles. Upon the 
request of Santam, all relevant documents pertaining to Santam's 
authorisation to repair, must be made available. 
2 . Santam does not require you to get involved in any legal action related to 
any pol icy , policy guidelines, etc. that may arise between Santam and a 
client. 
3 . The relationship between Santam's client and you must be positive and 
constructive at all times. 
4. It is essential that you have sufficient financial backing to enable you to 
purchase parts immediately after approval for executing an instruction has 
been received. I 
I 
5. As a mem ber of the Santam family, you must at all times ensure that the 
image of Santam an9 the company is portrayed positively. You must 
consider yourself as extension of Santam and its marketing pledge, and you 
must ensure that you act ethically and professionally at all times and that 
you adhere to Santam's principles. 
6 . While the veh icle is in your possession, you must apply adequate safety 
measures to ensure that neither the client 's vehicle nor his or her 
possessions are damaged. Therefore it is essential that you have adequate 
short-term insurance to cover any unforeseen events . Such events include 
damage to a client's vehicle while in your possession , poor workmanship , 
etc. 
Ag reement : Head Offic p. r. 1 ~im'" n~ /n"'/1 aaa 
7. This agreement is not transferable and remains binding between Santam 
and you . Should the business be sold, the new owners will be obliged to 
apply for membership of the network. 
QUOTATIONS 
1. All quotations must be an accurate rendition of the repair costs. You may 
under no circumstances collaborate with any other repairer when preparing 
quotations . 
2 . You are obliged to permit other repairers appointed by Santam to enter your 
premises with a view to preparing a quotation for a Santa m claim. 
3. To expedite settlement of a claim, all quotations should be prepared and 
submitted to the relevant Santam office as soon as possible . 
4. The use of alternative parts, which may effect a saving, is encouraged . 
However, prior approval from the relevant Santa m assessor for the use of 
such parts must first be obtained. 
5 . Comprehensive quotations covering all possible damage must be prepared 
to avoid additional expenses from becoming necessary at a later stage. 
6 . You must distance yourself from any discussions with Santam's clients 
regarding any changes to the original quotation, as this is the assessor's 
responsibility. If there are any queries in this regard , the assessor must be 
contac ted . 
7 Should you have in stock th e parts needed for repairing a vehicle (whether 
or not these are alternative -, XXX-, new- or used parts), you cannot insist 
on the current market price . You have to negotiate a price based on cost 
plus with the assessor. However, should you be dissatisfied with the 
negotiated price , you may buy the parts at the current price. 
8 . Should it be expected of you to submit a quotation based on parts in stock, 
you must identify such parts with an asterisk ( * ) next to the current market 
price as provided in the quotation. Your quotation will thus remain 
competitive, Santam will be aware of possible savings, but not the client. 
9. You may not include the excess or a portion thereof in the cost estimate 
and y ou must ensure that no previous damage is included in the final 
estimated figures. 
AUTHORISATION FOR REPAIR WORK 
1 . Only a Santam assessor or a duly appointed external assessor is entitled to 
authorise repair work to commence. 
2 . A ft er a claim has been approved, no other Santam office or assessor may 
give verbal instruct ions for any changes to the agreed quotation . Should 
such verbal instructions ever be received, the Assessors Manager of the 
East Coast Admin Centre must be contacted for guidance. 
3. All amendments and/or additional authorisation for repair work must be 
produced in writing from Santam Ltd . No repair work may be done unless 
such authorisation for repair work has been put in writing. 
4 . Your attention is drawn to the conditions set out on the reverse of 
Santam's repair instruction sheet. These conditions are legally binding and 
must be adhered to. 
5 . On si gn ing a Santam authorisation for repair work, you bind yourself to its 
contents (i .e . t he proced ures to be follo w ed, th e pa rt s to be purchased, and 
the agreed pri ce). T he time alloc ated for the satisfacto ry completion of the 
authori sa ti on w ill be sp ecified in the agreement . Should you exceed this 
pe riod due to y our own shortcomings, as opposed to the valid non-
availability of parts or paint, or additional unforeseen damage, etc ., you 
must provid e the client with a suitable vehicle for use until his or her vehicle 
has been repaired. 
REPAIR WORK 
1 . T he repairs t o be done and the services to be prov ided must be executed in 
accordance with t he ru les pert ai ning t o SAM BRA, the Automobile 
Associa ti on's Qualit y A ss ured register, and th e specifications of the 
respective vehic le manu factu rers . 
2 . The se rvice t o be pro vided should at all times be prompt and with th e 
objecti ve of causing the client as little inconvenience as possible . This 
se rvice should be ex ecuted in accordance with the Santam instruction slip 
as ag reed upon. Special attention must be paid to the number of days 
assig ned to each specific tas k . 
3 . It is essential that you ha ve the proper equipment to ensure that repa irs are 
executed in accordance w ith th e vehicl e manufacturer's sp ec ifications. 
4 . A ll repairs must be strictly in accordance with the agreed quotation. Any 
deviation from this authorisation for repair w ork must be fa xed to the 
respo nsible as sessor imm ediately. Th e amendments must th en be noted on 
Santam 's prog ress report. A cop y of thi s report must be f o rw arded to the 
asses sor. The proced ures ment ion ed above must also be appl ied w hen 
ex t ra work or unseen damage is discovered . It must th erefore be made 
c lea r t hat no add itional part s m ay be bo ught or procedures ch anged w ithout 
th e asses sor 's app ro va l. It is fraud t o amend a cont ract o r an instruction 
t hat h as been ag re ed to without both parties having given their prior 
pe rmi ss ion for such amendments. 
5 . Should a Santa m client discover any further defect after his or her vehicle 
has been delivered and proof of fulfilment signed, Santam expects that 
im mediate attention must be given to the complaints in accordance with the 
authorisation for repair work. 
6 . Should you accept a quotation and do unsatisfactory repairs, Santam may 
ap point mediators to determine whether the vehicle can be repaired 
sa ti sf actoril y w ithin a f ixed period. You will bear all relevant costs . Should 
it be impossib le t o repair the vehicl e satisfactorily, you w ill be obliged to 
buy th e vehicle at a reasonabl e, market-related price , as determined by the 
mediato rs . 
The m ediators w ill consist of three m embers from the follo w ing : a suitably 
qua lif ied m anager of Santam , an executive member of th e local SAMBRA 
bra nch, and a re presentat ive of the relevant vehic le manufacturer or the 
AA . 
7 . Yo u mu st provid e a one-year guarantee on :all repairs and a two-year 
gua rantee on paint work. This guarantee is applicable to all work done in 
te rm s of the authorisation for repair work , and must cover all new, 
al t ern ative and X X X spare parts. Should you use any used parts and should 
there be any doubt as to the quality of these parts, you must consult with 
the assesso r before sta rting the repairs. Details of any such decisions must 
be produced in w ri ting in cas e a cl aim result s. 
8 . Santam wou ld prefe r that you be a memb er of either SAMBRA or the AA's 
Qua lity Ass ured program m e, or both . Such m embership w ill give Santam 
and t he net w ork 's c lient s peace of mind that repairs w ill be of the highest 
quality, and t hat t here is the necess ary controll ing bod ies that wil l exercise 
cont rol and di sc iplin e and that th ey guarantee quality w orkm anship . 
9. No sto rage f ees may be charged for the tim e that a vehicle is stored or 
repaired . This al so appl ies when the vehicle is not being repaired, but is 
t aken to another repairer or scrap -yard. This condition is applicable for 
t he f irst 14 day s, after which a suitable charge may be levied. 
10 . A ll gl as s that has been used or installed, must comply w ith the 
manufactu re r' s and SA BS requirements. You w ill be held respon sible for 
any expenses if t hese requ irem en t s have not been adhered to and w hich 
ha ve resulted in a claim aga inst Santam. 
11 . The hourly tariff will be negotiated during th e annual review of n etwork 
membership . You w ill be info rmed of th e t ar if f in w rit ing. 
ADDITIONAL REPAIR WORK 
1 . A ll addi ti onal wo rk requ ired must be agreed upon when the repai r process is 
in progress and not w hen t he vehic le is h anded over . Only in exceptional 
circum stan ce s w ill an ass essor give permission for additional w ork when 
the vehic le has been hand ed over to the cli ent. 
INVOICE 
1 . All invoices must be forwarded to the Santa m office indicated on the 
authorisation slip and all payments will be done by means of electronic 
funds transfer. 
2. It is the assessor's responsibility to determine the relevant tow-in costs 
when the assessment is being done . Where applicable, the VAT on the tow-
in costs must be clearly stated as a separate item. A separate invoice must 
be prepared for these costs and submitted to Santam immediately.' These 
costs cannot be claimed at a later stage unless special permission has been 
gIven. 
3 . Accounts will be paid within 30 days of the invoice date . It is therefore 
important that the ta x invoice contains all pertinent information such as the 
VAT number, claim number, etc. No account can be paid without strict 
adherence to these criteria. 
If , ho w ever earli er paym ent is required, thi s can be done on the following 
basis: 
• Payment within 14 days of the invoice date at a discount of 5 %. 
4. No invoices may be sold to credit bureaux to supplement your cash flow. 
Any breach of this agreement could lead to possible forfeiture of membership of 
Santam's repairers' network. 
If y ou are satisfied with the conditions set out in th is agreement, kindly sign in the 
space provided and return the original document to Santam for safekeeping. 
If you cannot fulfil an y of th e condit ions, pl ease contact Len Simpson Assessors 
Man age r East Coast Admin Centre for further negotiations. 
We look f orw ard to dealing with you on a sound financial basis in the interest of 
ou r m utu al cl ients, w ho provide us both with business. 
